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Abstract

A mobile edge cloud provides a platform to accommodate the offloaded traffic workload generated by mobile devices. It can significantly reduce the access delay for mobile application users. However, the high user mobility brings significant challenges to the service provisioning for mobile users, especially to delay-sensitive mobile applications. With the objective to maximize a profit, which positively associates with the overall admitted traffic served by the local edge cloud, and negatively associates with the access delay as well as virtual machine migration delay, we study a fundamental problem in this paper: how to update the service provisioning solution for a given group of mobile users. Such a profit-maximization problem is formulated as a nonlinear integer linear programming and linearized by absolute value manipulation techniques. Then, we propose a framework of heuristic algorithms to solve this Non-deterministic Polynomial (NP)-hard problem. The numerical simulation results demonstrate the efficiency of the devised algorithms. Some useful summaries are concluded via the analysis of evaluation results.
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1 Introduction

In recent years, the fast development of mobile cloud technologies [1]–[3] has incubated large varieties of mobile online applications to facilitate our daily life, e.g., mobile online games, big data applications [4], [5]. More importantly, most of them are normally highly delay-sensitive when executed in smartphones [6]. Nowadays the mobile devices are facing numbers of challenges such as suffering the shortage of computing capacity [4] and the battery poverty [7]. Therefore, the computational-intensive workload generated from the mobile devices is suggested to offload to a remote private cloud [8]–[11] for execution.

To alleviate these challenges, recent studies [9], [12]–[19] pay particular attentions to the cluster of distributed servers in the intermediate layered edge cloud network, called cloudlet. However, in a cloudlet based network such as a metropolitan area network [18], a certain group of mobile users normally join in (or become online) and leave (or become offline) the network randomly when they are using a particular mobile application, as shown in Fig. 1. Therefore, the disruption of connection between the mobile device and the server under a mobile application frequently occurs at different locations and different time frames. This brings a frequent churn to the service provisioning in cloudlet based network. Furthermore, in a real world, the access delay between each mobile device and the base station often dynamically changes in different locations even in a same cell (macrocell or smallcell).
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Figure 1. An example of service provisioning for mobile users under a cloudlet based network. The workload generated from a mobile device can be offloaded to a VM, which resides in the local edge cloud or in a remote private cloud. Meanwhile, this figure also demonstrates the dynamic characteristics of an edge network, e.g., a mobile user alternates in online and offline status frequently.
Via an extensive survey in the next section over the existing related studies, we find out that the challenge to deal with the dynamic characteristics of the mobile cloudlet based networks has not been well addressed so far. Therefore, we are motivated to study a fundamental problem in this paper: how to update (partially or entirely) the service provisioning solution for a certain group of online mobile - application users in a cloudlet based network, supposed that the trajectory of each mobile device can be obtained according to the daily routine of each user. We try to answer the following two questions: 1) when to update the service provisioning solution for each mobile user, and 2) how to make a trade-off between the admitted traffic rate offloaded by the local edge cloud and the induced access delay and VM-migration delay while updating the current configuration.

Our study leads to the major contributions as follows.

• We study a service provisioning problem in the cloudlet based network, and try to find a near optimal update scheme for updating the service provisioning solution for each mobile user at each time-frame if the trajectory of each mobile user is provided.

• With the objective to maximize a weighted profit for network operators, we first formulate this problem to a nonlinear programming problem, which is then transformed to a solvable integer linear programming using the absolute value manipulation techniques.

• Because of the NP-hardness of the formulated problem, we have designed a series of heuristic Algorithms to solve the problem. Extensive numerical simulation results show that the devised algorithms can yield a near optimal solution. We also conclude some useful findings via the discussion of evaluation results.

The remaining paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the related work, Section 3 presents the system model and gives the problem statement. The heuristic algorithms are elaborated in Section 4. Section 5 demonstrates the numerical evaluation. Finally, Section 6 concludes this paper.

2 Related Work

2.1 Cloudlet Based Edge Computing

Recently, edge computing has attracted wide - spread research efforts [9], [12]–[20] for the mobile computing. For instance, Xia et al. [9], [12] explored a location-based offloading problem, aiming to permit requests offloaded to a cloudlet network. Then authors proposed several efficient online algorithms that can dynamically handle the requests from users. A novel hierarchical edge cloud architecture constituted with multiple cloudlets has been proposed in [17] to efficiently serve the peak loads originating from mobile users. Then, to adaptively balance the tradeoff between response delay of mobile applications and energy efficiency, Tong et al. [20] proposed both offline and online algorithms to schedule the transmission in mobile cloud computing.

In wireless networks, the cloudlet placement problem also has been studied in [13], [14], [16], [18]. For example, in a wireless metropolitan area network (WMAN), in order to solve the problem of cloudlet placement, Jia et al. [14] proposed a placement scheme for a number of limited cloudlets. This approach is proved to greatly improve the mobile cloud performance. Similarly, Xu et al. [13], [16] also focused on the cloudlet placement problem, in which capacitated cloudlets need to find the best deployment locations within a given set of candidate locations. The objective is to minimize the average access delay between these activated cloudlets and mobile devices. To this end, some approximate algorithms have been devised with approximation ratios proved if all the cloudlet servers own the identical computing capability.

2.2 Task Offloading Using Edge Cloud

Wang et al. [21] studied a cost reduction problem in mobile edge clouds by deciding the assignment of mobile offloaded tasks. The authors formulated such a problem as a mixed integer program at first. Then, by introducing admission control, the problem is simplified and solved by the proposed efficient two-phase scheduling algorithm. To solve the decision making problem of computation offloading among multiple mobile users, Chen et al. [22] first formulated the problem as a multi-user computation offloading game, and proved that the game always assures a Nash equilibrium. Then, a game theoretic distributed algorithm is proposed to offload computation intensive tasks over the mobile edge cloud.

2.3 Comparison

Different from all efforts made by existing work mentioned above, this paper particularly studies the service provisioning update problem while considering the online and offline status of mobile users during their trajectories, as well as the highly dynamic characteristics of edge cloud networks. We find that this problem has not been well studied yet. To fill this gap, in this paper, we strive to design highly effective update schemes of service provisioning for edge cloud network operators.

3 Network Model and Problem Statement

3.1 System Model

The network that we focus on includes a cloudlet-based edge cloud and a remote private cloud. The former network consists of a set S of local edge servers. Without loss of generality, as shown in Fig. 2, we assume that a powerful edge server locates at each macrocell. Therefore, a mobile user connecting with a macrocell base station is equivalent to connecting with the corresponding local edge server. In such a cloudlet based network, a set U of mobile application users traverse at differ-
ent places in different time slots. Meanwhile, each of them becomes online and offline randomly while using the application on their mobile devices such as smartphone, tablet, etc. Suppose that the given trajectory of each mobile user is traced with the ID of its associated macrocell and online/offline status at each time slot. As a result, a timeslot labeled trajectory of a mobile user is constituted of a consecutive list of macrocell IDs. For example, a mobile user’s trajectory looks like \( \langle t_0, \text{cell}_a \rangle, \langle t_1, \text{cell}_b \rangle, \ldots, \langle t_D, \text{cell}_0 \rangle \), where \( \langle t, \text{cell} \rangle \) particularly represents that this user is offline at time-slot \( t \). When the granularity of trace is quite fine, a same macrocell ID may continually appears many times if the mobile user keeps online in the macrocell area.

With the provided trajectories of all mobile users, the network operator needs to make a decision on where to deploy the required VM for each user at each time slot only when the user online. There are generally three categories of optimization models [15] when planning a service provisioning solution in the cloudlet based networks: 1) static planning, in which the user mobility and VM mobility are not taken into account; 2) planning with non-real-time VM migrations, in which both user mobility and M-migrations are considered; 3) planning with delay-sensitive VM migrations, in which the difference from the previous category is that the live VM-migrations are taken into account. In this paper, the mobile applications are assumed as highly delay sensitive ones. Therefore, we adopt the optimization scenario under the third category, i.e., considering the live VM-migrations. However, according to practice, we only concern the live VM migrations between the remote cloud and the local cloudlet network, and ignore the delay of intra-cloudlet VM migrations. Table 1 shows the symbols and variables used in this paper.

### 3.2 Problem Statement and Formulation

We first define a binary variable \( x_u^t \) to denote the location to deploy the VM for an online mobile user \( u \in U \) at the time-slot \( t \in T \) during its trajectory:

\[
x_u^t = \begin{cases} 
1, & \text{if a VM is deployed for an online user } u \text{ in a local edge server at the time slot } t; \\
0, & \text{if a VM is deployed for an online user } u \text{ in the remote cloud at the time slot } t.
\end{cases}
\]

It can be seen that, different VM deployments for an online user indicate different access delays and VM-migration delays. To represent such two terms of delays, we then define an event named inter-cloud VM-migration, in which the VM serving an online user \( u \in U \) is migrated between the remote private cloud and the local edge cloud. Then, another binary variable \( z_u^t \) is defined to denote whether the inter-cloud VM-migration event occurs at the time-slot \( t \in T \):

\[
z_u^t = \begin{cases} 
1, & \text{if an inter-cloud VM-migration event occurs for an online mobile user } u \text{ at the time slot } t; \\
0, & \text{otherwise}.
\end{cases}
\]

By analyzing the given trajectory of each mobile user \( u \in U \), we find that in some time slots, \( u \) becomes online from the offline status. Such a set of the online-activating time slots is denoted by \( F(u) \). Naturally, we consider there is no inter-cloud VM-migration event occurring in each time slot \( t \in F(u) \).

The objective is to maximize a weighted profit, which positively associates with the overall admitted traffic rate that is served by the local cloudlet network and negatively associates with the total access delay and the migration delay. In particular, letting \( \phi_u^t \) denote the access delay of user \( u \in U \) at the time-slot \( t \in T \), we can calculate it as:

\[
\phi_u^t = x_u^t \cdot C_u^t + (1-x_u^t) \cdot R_u^t, \quad \forall t \in T, u \in U.
\]
where $C_u$ and $R_u$ represents the access delay from user $u$ to the local edge server and to the remote private cloud, respectively. Then, we compute the access delay, which is denoted by $\Delta'$, at the time slot $t$ in the following manner:

$$\Delta' = \sum_{a \in T} d_{a,u}, \forall t \in T.$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

On the other hand, we let $\Gamma'$ indicate the total VM-migration delay of all mobile users at the time slot $t$, and it can be calculated as:

$$\Gamma' = \sum_{i = T}^z \xi' \cdot \zeta, \forall t \in T,$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

where $\zeta$ denotes the normalized VM-migration delay between the private cloud and a local edge server. Then, a profit-maximization is formulated as the following nonlinear programming:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{max } P &= \sum_{i \in T} \sum_{a \in T} D_a x_a^i - \sum_{i \in T} (w_i \Delta' + w_i \Gamma') \\
\text{s.t. } & \sum_{u \in U} x_a^i \cdot D_a \cdot 1 \big|_{(u,(u,0))} \leq C_u, \forall t \in T, s \in S, \\
& z' = |x_a^i - x_a^{i-1}|, \forall u \in U, \forall t \in T, t - 1 \in TF(u), \\\n& z' = 0, \forall t \in F(u), \forall u \in U, \forall t \in T, \\
& x_a^i, z_a^i \in \{0, 1\}, u \in U, \forall t \in T.
\end{align*}
\]

(4a)\hspace{5cm} (4b)\hspace{5cm} (4c)\hspace{5cm} (4d)

In the objective function (4a), the first term $\sum_{i \in T} \sum_{a \in T} D_a x_a^i$ calculates the total admitted traffic rate that is served by the local cloudlet network, and $w_i$ and $w_i$ in the second term indicate the weight coefficients of the overall access delay and migration delay, respectively. Constraint (4b) expresses that the capacity of each server should not be expired. Note that $1_{(s)}$ is a binary indicator, which returns 1 if and only if the given condition is satisfied, and $L(u, t)$ is a location function that returns the cell where user $u$ locates. Equation (4c) describes the relationship between variables $z_a^i$ and $x_a^i$. As shown in this constraint, in any two successive time slots that user $u$ is active in both, the case under $|x_a^i - x_a^{i-1}| = 0$ indicates that both $x_a^i$ and $x_a^{i-1}$ have the same binary value, meaning that there is no inter-cloud VM-migration event occurring at the time slot $t$ for user $u$. On the other hand, once the inter-cloud VM-migration event occurs at the time slot $t$, we have the situation $|x_a^i - x_a^{i-1}| = 1$, which implies $x_a^i$ and $x_a^{i-1}$ must take different binary values, enforcing $z_a^i = 1$. Furthermore, (4d) imposes the aforementioned special rule for variable $z_a^i$ when user $u$ is in each time-slot of set $F(u)$.

It is worth noting that the objective function of (4) contains $z_a^i$, which is decided by the constraints (4c) and (4d). However, (4c) involves the absolute value functions, making (4) become nonlinear and not able to be solved using linear programming methods. Therefore, we particularly transform (4c) to two linear constraints through the following manipulation of the absolute value expression:

$$|x_a^i - x_a^{i-1}| = 0.$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

Finally, the nonlinear profit-maximization (4) can be reformulated as the following linear programming:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{max } P &= \sum_{i \in T} \sum_{a \in T} D_a x_a^i \\
\text{s.t. } & (4b), (5) \text{ and } (4d), \\
& x_a^i, z_a^i \in \{0, 1\}, u \in U, \forall t \in T.
\end{align*}
\]

(6)

4 Heuristic Algorithms

Conventionally, the service provisioning problem under the constraints of resource capacity is known as NP-hard [23]–[26]. To solve the aforementioned profit-maximization problem, in this section, we present two types of fast heuristic algorithms and their variants, aiming to yield the service provisioning solutions in each time frame for each mobile user. The major contribution of this section is the proposal of the framework of heuristic algorithms, i.e., Algorithm 1, using which many variants of heuristic algorithms can be devised.

4.1 The Framework of Heuristic Algorithms

We first present a framework of the heuristic algorithms in Algorithm 1, based on which we are going to devise several heuristic algorithms in the third subsection.

In line 1, the empty solution $x', z'$, is generated at first. Then, it is initialized in line 3 according to a feasibility specification, which is going to be presented afterwards. Line 4 is to find the set of mobile users who locate at each macrocell where the local server $s$ is deployed. Then, in line 5, algorithms sort all the mobile users decreasingly/increasingly by their demanded rates, and decide the priority to use the local edge server. After that, a priority set $U_{1}^j$ is obtained in line 6 to denote the priority of users at each time slot $t \in T$. Next, the VM deployment for each server at each time slot can be decided as follows. Lines 9–15 show the operation under the case that a local server $s$ is still capable to serve the traffic demanded by user $u$, while lines 16–22 demonstrate the opposite situation. Finally, algorithms deploy traffic demands in each local cloudlet-server, until the capacity of the server expires, and then deploy the remaining users to the remote cloud.

4.2 Structure and Feasibility Specification of a Solution

As mentioned, we have to specify a special feasibility specification to judge the feasibility of any element in a solution. Such a feasibility specification is elaborated with the explana-
Algorithm 1: Framework of Heuristic Algorithms

**Input:** $U, T, S$ and trajectory traces  
**Output:** $x', z' \in \{0, 1\}, u \in U, \forall t \in T$

1. for $t \in T, u \in U$ do
2. \hspace{1em} $x', z' \leftarrow \emptyset$
3. Initialize $x', z'$ according to the given trajectory trace
4. Find the set of mobile users located at each macrocell where $\forall s \in S$ is deployed
5. Check the priority to use the local edge server of each user; sort them decreasingly/increasingly by their demanded rates
6. Obtain a sequential list $U'$ of mobile users by their priorities for each server $s \in S$ at each time slot $t \in T$
7. Decide the VM deployment for each mobile user at each time slot:
8. for $t \in T, s \in S, u \in U'$ do
9. \hspace{1em} if $s$ is feasible to serve the traffic demanded by $u$ then
10. \hspace{2em} /*Deploy a VM locally at $s$ for $u$*/
11. \hspace{2em} $x' \leftarrow 1$
12. \hspace{2em} if $t \geq 1$ and $1 = x'_{t-1}$ then
13. \hspace{3em} $z' \leftarrow 1$
14. \hspace{2em} else if $t \geq 1$ and $0 = x'_{t-1}$ then
15. \hspace{3em} $z' \leftarrow 0$
16. \hspace{2em} else
17. \hspace{3em} /*Deploy a VM remotely for $u$*/
18. \hspace{3em} $x' \leftarrow 0$
19. \hspace{3em} if $t \geq 1$ and $1 = x'_{t-1}$ then
20. \hspace{4em} $z' \leftarrow 1$
21. \hspace{3em} else if $t \geq 1$ and $0 = x'_{t-1}$ then
22. \hspace{4em} $z' \leftarrow 0$

An example of the structure in a solution is shown in Fig. 3a. We can see that each solution particularly includes two parts of binary codes. The intention of each row is illustrated in Fig. 3b. The first row indicates the variable $x'_{t}(\forall u \in U, \forall t \in T)$, while the second row represents the offline/online status in each time slot. Only the bits in the first row labeled with an online indicator in the second row are valid bits, which are highlighted with shadow in Fig. 3a. The bit labeled with * denotes a “do-not-care” invalid bit, which will not be included in solution $x$. A valid binary bit in the first row implies that a VM is deployed in the local edge server for the current time slot, if it is equal to 1. Otherwise, it indicates that the VM serving a mobile user is deployed to the remote cloud. According to the given trajectory of each mobile user, the second row of a solution can be retrieved quickly. In the next step, each valid bit in the first row can be initialized randomly. After the initialization of solutions $x$ and $z$, only the valid bits in the first row are need to be decided according to the chosen algorithm.

We then explain how to retrieve the solution of inter-cloud VM-migration event, i.e., variables $z'_{t}(\forall u \in U, \forall t \in T)$, when a solution $x$ is provided. According to the definition of $z_{t}$ and constraints (4d) and (4e), the rules are as follows: 1) to an invalid bit in the first row, we consider no inter-cloud VM-migration event occurs at this current corresponding time slot; 2) to any two adjacent valid bits in the first row, if the bit corresponding to the second time slot is labeled with 1 while the bit corresponding to the first time slot is labeled with 0, we still consider that there is no inter-cloud VM-migration event occurring at the second time slot; 3) if any two adjacent valid bits in the first row are labeled with different binary values, we consider the inter-cloud VM-migration event occurs at the second time slot. For the example shown in Fig. 3b, once $b_0 = 0$, we definitely have $z'_{t-1} = 0$. On one hand, if $b_0 = 1$, both $b_1$ and $b_2$ are labeled with 1, the cases under $a_0 = 0, a_1 = 1$ and $a_0 = 1, a_1 = 0$ both yield $z'_{t} = 0$ and $z'_{t+1} = 1$. On the other hand, when $b_0, b_1$ and $b_2$ are all equal to 1, the same cases under $a_0 = 0, a_1 = 1$ and $a_0 = 1, a_1 = 0$ will both yield $z'_{t+1} = 1$ for sure, and the value of $z'_{t}$ depends on $a_0$.

### 4.3 Heuristic Algorithms and Variants

Based on the algorithm framework, we now present two types of heuristic algorithms and their variants. The first one is called Online-First algorithm, the basic idea of which is to try to assign higher priority to the set of mobile users who are still in online status at the previous one time-slot. As a result, a mobile user who just becomes online at the current time slot has a lower priority than other local online mobile users. Finally, all the mobile users located at a local cell are classified into two groups by their priorities. We further get the final sequential set of users according to their demanded traffic rates. By sorting them decreasingly or increasing by the demanded traffic rates, we finally receive the variants of such Online-First algorithm, which are named as Online-First-Decreasing and Online-Increasing.
5 Performance Evaluation

In this section, we conduct extensive numerical simulations to evaluate the presented 4 heuristic algorithms: First-Fit-Decreasing (FFD), First-Fit-Increasing (FFI), Online-First-Decreasing (OFD), and Online-First-Increasing (OFI).

The basic ideas of these 4 heuristic algorithms have been widely used by existing studies related to the resource allocation in cloud. Here we mainly compare the performance differences of the 4 heuristic algorithms designed under our proposed algorithm-framework. Furthermore, we are also interested in the performance gaps between such 4 algorithms and the Optimal one under different system settings. Finally, we would like to draw some useful conclusions over their performance by analyzing the simulation results, and try to suggest the service providers which heuristic algorithm is the best choice under a network configuration.

5.1 Simulation Settings

The network topology adopted in our simulations is a cloudlet based urban access network with 10 adjacent macrocells, each of which has an isolated local server that can only serve the mobile users located in the current macrocell. We randomly generate a traffic demand trace for each mobile user within [10, 100] Mb/s. The access delay to the remote cloud is fixed to 10 ms, while the local access delay of any mobile user to its local edge server is randomly generated within [1, 3] ms. Furthermore, the inter-cloud VM-migration delay is normalized to 10 ms.

We then generate a sequential trajectory for each mobile user within 20 time slots. At each time slot, we first decide the online status of any mobile user using a predefined probability, which is fixed to 0.8 in this paper. If a user is offline in a time slot, we mark its traversed cell ID to 0. Otherwise, we find a cell location following a twofold rule: 1) when a mobile user becomes online from an offline status, we randomly find a cell that it appears at; 2) when a mobile user keeps online from the previous one time slot, we find a cell for the current time slot within its located cell and the neighboring cells as well. On the other hand, as a benchmark to compare performance with our devised heuristic algorithms, we also solve (6) to retrieve the Optimal solution using Gurobi 6.0 [27], under each simulation setting. We compare heuristic algorithms and the optimal solution in terms of 4 metrics, i.e., total numerical profit, total traffic rate allocated to the local edge cloud, the weighted access delay and the weighted migration delay.

5.2 Effect of Traffic Processing Capacity of Edge Servers

In the first group of the simulations, we study the effect of server's traffic processing capacity by varying \( C \in \{600, 900, 1200, 1500\} \) Mb/s, and fixing both \( w_1 \) and \( w_2 \) to 3. From Figs.4a and 4b, we can observe that the profit and total numerical cloudlet traffic rate are increasing functions over the capacity of servers. When the capacity is insufficient, e.g., when \( C = 600 \) Mb/s, algorithms FFI and OFI perform better than the other two heuristics. This is because in the previous two algorithms, more mobile users who request traffic demands with small rates can be served in the local cloudlet servers resulting in smaller total access delay and migration delay.

Furthermore, in Figs. 4c and 4d, we can see that the access...
and migration delays decrease as the traffic processing capacity grows. As expected, the algorithms considering the demands with small traffic rates to be first served, i.e., FFI and OFI, have the lower delays than FFD and OFD algorithms.

Finally, once the processing capacity of local edge servers grows sufficiently, the performance of all algorithms becomes same. This can be explained by the reason that every algorithm yields a similar solution and performs close to the optimal solution, when the processing capacity of edge servers is not the bottleneck resource any more.

5.3 Effect of $w_i$

Using the same traces, we evaluate the effect of the weight of access delay, by varying $w_i \in \{1, 2, 3, 4, 5\}$ and fixing $w_2 = 1$ and $C_i = 500$ Mb/s. Fig. 5 illustrates the same four metrics of the previous group of simulations. Because the access delay contributes negatively to the objective function, we observe the decreasing profits in Fig. 5a and the increasing numerical weighted (shorter as wgt.) access delay in Fig. 5c, while enlarging the weight of access delay from 1 to 5. FFI and OFI show the larger profits than that of the other two algorithms. The reason is same with the previous simulation.

Interestingly, Figs. 5b and 5d demonstrate that improving the weight of access delay has no effect to the total cloudlet traffic and the weighted migrations delay. This is because changing $w_i$ will not significantly affect the task allocation to the local edge cloud or to the remote cloud. This is a useful finding to network operators.

5.4 Effect of $w_2$

By varying $w_2 \in \{1, 2, 3, 4, 5\}$ and setting $w_1$ to 1, we then study the effect of the weight of migration delay in this group of simulations. Fig. 6 presents the 4 metrics of the four heuristic algorithms and the optimal solution as well. In Figs. 6a and 6b, we have similar observations on both the total profit and the total cloudlet traffic rate, compared with the previous group of simulations. This is because $w_2$ plays a similar role with $w_1$ to the system objective.

Although $w_2$ in all heuristic algorithms has no effect on the weighted access delay from Fig. 6c, the increasing weight of migration delay makes the weighted migration delay higher. Thus, the total profit is reduced significantly. Especially under FFD, more traffic demands with small traffic rates have to experience the inter-cloud VM-migration, than that under other algorithms. This is because when the server capacity is limited, only a small number of requests can be provisioned in the local edge cloud. The VMs serving other users with tiny-rate demands have to be migrated to the remote cloud, thus incurring higher migration delay when performing the FFD and OFD algorithms![](Image)

In a summary, via all the simulation results, we can always observe that the FFI and OFI have a similar performance and outperform the other two heuristics in terms of total profit, the weighted access delay, and the weighted migration delay.

6 Conclusions

In this paper, we study the update problem of service provisioning in the cloudlet based mobile edge network. We try to find an adaptive update scheme to decide when to update the service provisioning solution for each mobile user at each time-frame, if the trajectory of each mobile user is known. With the objective of maximizing a weighted profit for network operators, we first formulate this problem as nonlinear programming problem. Then, it is transformed to solvable integer linear programming using the absolute value manipulation technique. Next, to solve this problem, we devise a series of heuristic algorithms. Extensive numerical simulation results demonstrate that
the devised algorithms could yield near optimal solutions. Some useful findings have been also revealed through the evaluation of simulation results.
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